Abstract-Auditory attention is a complex mechanism that involves the processing of low-level acoustic cues together with higher level cognitive cues. In this paper, a novel method is proposed that combines biologically inspired auditory attention cues with higher level lexical and syntactic information to model task-dependent influences on a given spoken language processing task. A set of low-level multiscale features (intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast, orientation, and pitch) is extracted in parallel from the auditory spectrum of the sound based on the processing stages in the central auditory system to create feature maps that are converted to auditory gist features that capture the essence of a sound scene. The auditory attention model biases the gist features in a task-dependent way to maximize target detection in a given scene. Furthermore, the top-down task-dependent influence of lexical and syntactic information is incorporated into the model using a probabilistic approach. The lexical information is incorporated by using a probabilistic language model, and the syntactic knowledge is modeled using part-of-speech (POS) tags. The combined model is tested on automatically detecting prominent syllables in speech using the BU Radio News Corpus. The model achieves 88.33% prominence detection accuracy at the syllable level and 85.71% accuracy at the word level. These results compare well with reported human performance on this task.
I. INTRODUCTION
H UMANS can precisely process and interpret complex scenes in real time, despite the tremendous number of stimuli impinging the senses and the limited resources of the nervous system. One of the key enablers of this capability is believed to be a neural mechanism, called "attention." Even though the term "attention" is commonly used in daily life, researchers in sensory processing and systems have not reached an agreement on the structure of the attention process. Attention can be viewed as a gating mechanism that allows only a small part of the incoming sensory signals to reach memory and awareness [1] . It can also be viewed as a spotlight that is directed towards a target of interest in a scene to enhance Manuscript received July 30, 2008 ; revised December 21, 2008 . Current version published June 10, 2009 . This work was supported in part by grants from the Office of Naval Research (OFR), the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the U.S. Army. The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Hiroshi Sawada.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TASL. 2009.2014795 the processing in the area while ignoring the stimuli that fall outside of the spotlighted area [2] , [3] . It has been suggested that attention can be oriented by a bottom-up saliency-driven mechanism and a top-down task-dependent mechanism [4] - [6] . It is assumed that the bottom-up process is based on scene-dependent features and may attract attention towards conspicuous or salient locations of a scene in an unconscious manner, whereas the top-down process shifts attention voluntarily toward locations of cognitive interest in a task-dependent manner [4] - [6] . Further, psychophysical studies suggest that only the selectively attended incoming stimuli are allowed to progress through the cortical hierarchy for high-level processing to recognize and further analyze the details of the stimuli [7] , [8] , [3] . Bottom-up attention is considered to be a rapid, saliencydriven mechanism, which detects the objects that perceptually pop out of a scene by significantly differing from their neighbors. For example, in vision, for an observer, a red flower among green leaves of a plant will be salient. Similarly, in audition, the sound of a gunshot in a street will perceptually stand out of the traffic/babble noise of the street. The experiments in [9] have indicated that bottom-up attention acts early, and top-down attention takes control within an order of 100 ms. The top-down task-dependent (goal-driven) process is considered to use prior knowledge and learned past expertise to focus attention on the target locations in a scene. For example, in vision, it was shown that gaze patterns depend on the task performed while viewing a scene [10] . The gaze of the observer fell on faces when estimating the people's ages, but fell on clothing when estimating the people's material conditions. For example, in audition, it is the selective attention that allows a listener to extract a particular person's speech in the presence of others (the cocktail party phenomenon) by focusing on a variety of acoustic cues such as pitch, timbre, and spatial location [11] , [12] . The bottom-up attention mechanism may play a vital role for primates by making them quickly aware of possible dangers around them, whereas the top-down attention mechanism may play a key role for extracting the signal of interest from cluttered and noisy backgrounds. However, in the current paper, the proposed top-down task-dependent model is used to detect prominent regions of the speech utterances from a single-channel signal.
There has been extensive research to explore the influence of attention on the neural responses in the sensory systems. It has been revealed that the top-down task-dependent influences modulate the neuron responses in the visual and auditory cortex [1] , [13] - [15] . This modulation mostly occurs by enhancing the response of neurons tuned to the features of the target stimulus, whereas attenuating the response of neurons to stimuli that did 1558-7916/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE not match the target feature [1] , [14] , [16] , [17] . In addition to this, psychophysical experiments on selective attention have demonstrated that top-down processing can selectively focus attention on a limited range of acoustic feature dimensions [12] . An extensive review of task specific influences on the neural representation of sound is presented in [16] . Psychophysical experiments on selective attention have been recently reviewed in [12] .
A. Related Work
In the literature, computational attention models have been mostly explored for vision. In [8] and [18] , the concept of saliency map was proposed to model bottom-up visual attention in primates. A set of low-level features (such as color, intensity, orientation) is extracted in parallel from an image in multiscales to produce topographic "feature maps" and combined into a single saliency map which indicates the perceptual influence of each part of the image. The saliency map is then scanned to find the locations that attract attention, and it was verified by virtue of eye movement that the model could replicate several properties of human overt attention, i.e., detecting traffic signs, detecting colors, etc., [8] .
In [19] - [21] , the top-down influence of a task on visual attention was modeled. A guided visual search model was proposed in [19] that combines the weighted feature maps in a top-down manner, i.e., when the task is to detect a red bar, the feature maps that are sensitive to red color get a larger gain factor. This top-down biasing is based on the evidence that neural responses are modulated by task dependent attention [1] . The authors in [20] presented a model that tunes the bottom-up features based on the properties of both the target and the distracter items for visual search problems, i.e., finding the cell phone on a cluttered scene of a desk. A model that combines bottom-up and top-down attention was proposed in [21] to predict where subjects' gaze patterns fall while performing a task of interest. This method was shown to perform well when tested with recorded eye movements of people while playing video games.
Analogies between auditory and visual perception have been widely discussed in the neuroscience literature. The common principles of visual and auditory processing are discussed in [22] , and it is suggested that, although early pathways of visual and auditory systems have anatomical differences, there exists a unified framework for central visual and auditory sensory processing. Intermodal and cross-modal interaction between auditory and visual attention is discussed in [16] and [23] . Based on the assumption of parallel processing between vision and audition, an auditory saliency map, inspired by the visual saliency map of [8] , was proposed for audition in [24] and [25] . In [24] , intensity, temporal, and frequency contrast features were extracted from the Fourier spectrum of the sound in multiscales and contributed to the final saliency map in a bottom-up manner. This model was able to replicate some overt properties of auditory scene perception, i.e., the relative salience of short, long, and temporally modulated tones in noisy backgrounds. In our earlier work [25] , it was shown that the proposed bottom-up saliency-driven attention model could detect prominent syllables in speech in an unsupervised manner. The motivation behind choosing the prominent syllable detection task was that, during speech perception, a particular phoneme or syllable can be perceived to be more salient than the others due to the coarticulation between phonemes and other factors such as accent and the physical and emotional state of the talker [26] , [27] . This information encoded in the acoustical signal is perceived by the listeners, and we showed that these salient syllables can be detected using the bottom-up task-independent auditory attention model proposed by us in [25] .
B. Our Model and Contribution
The motivation for the present paper is to analyze the effect of task-dependent influences on auditory attention-inspired speech processing. For example, it is known that when human subjects are asked to find the prominent (stressed) word/syllable, they use their prior task-relevant knowledge, such as prominent words have longer duration [28] . The first goal of the present paper is to provide a detailed analysis of the various acoustic features used in the context of auditory attention-based speech processing. While processing incoming speech stimuli, in addition to acoustic cues, it is well known the brain is also influenced by higher level information such as lexical information, syntax, semantics, and the discourse context [23] , [29] . Hence, the second goal of this paper is to analyze the effect of the task-dependent influences, captured via syntactic and lexical cues, working in conjunction with an auditory attention model for automatic prominence detection from speech.
The prominent syllable/word detection can play an important role in speech understanding. For instance, it is important in terms of finding salient regions in speech that may carry critical semantic information. This has applications in speech synthesis for generating more naturally sounding speech when used together with other cues, such as boundary times and intonation patterns [30] . Similarly in speech-to-speech translation systems where it is important to capture and convey concepts from the source to the target language, the ability to handle such salient information contained in speech is critical. Prominent syllable detection also plays a role in word disambiguation and hence in word recognition and synthesis. For example, it has been shown in [31] and [32] that integrating prominence patterns into the automatic speech recognition improved the speech recognizer performance. In summary, extraction of knowledge sources human use beyond segmental level and integration of them into current machine speech processing systems can yield much improved performance. Also, the auditory attention model proposed here is not limited to the prominence detection task; it is a general bio-inspired model and can be applied to other spoken language processing tasks and computational auditory scene analysis applications as discussed in Section VI.
In this paper, we describe a novel task-dependent auditory attention model that works together with higher level lexical and syntactic cues. The auditory attention model proposed here is based on the "gist" phenomenon commonly studied for vision. Given a task and an acoustic scene, the attention model first computes the biologically inspired low-level auditory gist features to capture the overall properties of the scene. Then, the auditory gist features are biased to imitate the modulation effect of task on neuron responses to reliably detect a target or to perform a specific task. In parallel to the auditory attention cues, the task-dependent influence of lexical and syntactic information is also incorporated into the model using a probabilistic approach (maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework). The lexical information is integrated into the system by using a probabilistic language model. The syntactic knowledge is represented using the part-of-speech (POS) tags, and a neural network is used to model influence of syntax on prominence. The combined model is used to detect prominent syllables in experiments conducted on the Boston University Radio News Corpus (BU-RNC) [33] , and achieves 88.33% accuracy at the syllable level, providing approximately a 12.4% absolute improvement over using just the bottom-up attention model. Some related work and preliminary results were presented in our previous work [34] and [35] . Some salient aspects of the current work are enumerated below.
1) A comprehensive analysis of the acoustic features used in the auditory attention model is presented. We present detailed results using mutual information and prominent syllable detection performance. 2) In addition to the intensity, temporal contrast, frequency contrast, and orientation features used in [34] and [35] , in this work, a novel bio-inspired pitch feature is also included within the auditory attention model. 3) While in [34] only the acoustic auditory attention cues for prominence detection were used, here an integrated model that utilizes acoustical, lexical, and syntactic information is developed and evaluated. 4) Additionally, in contrast to [35] , here we systematically analyze the importance of each piece of acoustic, lexical and syntactic information in the prominence detection performance. Also, in [35] we initially used a lower resolution auditory gist feature extraction method in consideration of the computation cost, whereas here a higher resolution feature set is used in the combined model for achieving further improved performance. In summary, our results indicate that the combined model achieves higher accuracy compared to the results presented in [35] (87.95% versus 88.33%, and it is verified with the Wilcoxon signed rank test (reference Section V) that this is significant at ). 5) We also present prominence detection results at the word level in addition to the prominence detection at the syllable level [34] , [35] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the database used for the experiments is introduced. The auditory attention and the task-dependent higher level cues are presented in Section III. Section IV explains the probabilistic approach proposed to combine the acoustic, lexical, and syntactic cues. The experiments conducted to analyze the auditory attention features and the prominence detection performance obtained with all three cues are presented together with the results in Section V. The discussion and conclusion are presented in Section VI.
II. DATABASE
The Boston University Radio News Corpus (BU-RNC) database [33] is used in the experiments reported in this paper. Being one of the largest speech databases with manual prosodic annotations has made the radio news corpus highly popular for prosodic event detection experiments in the literature. The corpus contains recordings of broadcast news-style read speech that consists of speech from seven speakers (three females and four males). Data for six speakers has been manually labeled with tones and break indices (ToBI) [36] style prosodic tags, totaling about 3 h of acoustic data. The database also contains the orthographic transcription corresponding to each spoken utterance together with time alignment information at the phone and word level. To obtain syllable level time-alignment information, the orthographic transcriptions are syllabified using the rules of English phonology [37] , and then the syllable level time-alignments are generated using the phone level alignment information given with the corpus. POS tags for the orthographic transcriptions are also provided with the corpus.
We mapped all pitch accent types ( , etc.) to a single stress label, reducing the task to a two-class problem. Hence, the syllables annotated with any type of pitch accent were labeled "prominent" and otherwise "non-prominent." Also, we derived word level prominence tags from the syllable level prominence tags. The words that contain at least one prominent syllable are labeled as prominent. The database consists of 48 852 syllables; the prominent syllable fraction is 34.3%, and the prominent word fraction is 54.2%. In summary, we chose this database for two main reasons: 1) syllables are stress labeled based on human perception, and 2) since it carries labeled data, it helps us to learn the task-dependent influences carried by lexical and syntactic information, and task-dependent biasing of auditory attention cues as discussed in Section III-A3.
III. TOP-DOWN TASK-DEPENDENT MODEL
The proposed task-dependent model uses two types of evidence: 1) acoustic information captured with the auditory gist features, and 2) higher level top-down information captured with lexical and syntactic models. Next, we discuss modeling of each piece of acoustic, lexical, and syntactic information in detail.
A. Auditory Attention Cues
The block diagram of the auditory gist feature extraction is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The feature maps are extracted from sound by using the front-end of the bottom-up auditory attention model proposed by us in [25] , which mimics the various processing stages in the human auditory system (HAS). First, an auditory spectrum of the sound is computed based on early stages of the HAS. This 2-D time-frequency auditory spectrum is akin to an image of a scene in vision. Then, a set of multiscale features are extracted in parallel from the auditory spectrum of sound based on the processing stages in the central auditory system (CAS) to produce feature maps. The auditory gist of the scene is extracted from the feature maps at low resolution to guide attention during target search, and the attention model biases the gist features to imitate the modulation effect of task on neuron responses using the weights learned for a given task. It should be noted that the proposed task-dependent auditory attention model is a generic model with a variety of applications, i.e., speaker recognition, scene change detection, context recognition, etc., as discussed in Section VI; however, here the task is designed to be prominence The scene is analyzed by extracting multiscale features from the scene in parallel by mimicking the various stages in the central auditory system. The features (intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast, orientations, and pitch) are extracted using different sets of receptive filters (ref. Fig. 2) . Next, the center-surround differences of features are computed which result in feature maps. Finally, the auditory gist of the scene is extracted from the feature maps by capturing the overall properties of the scene at low resolution. detection in speech. The steps of the auditory attention model: multiscale feature maps and auditory gist extraction followed by task-dependent biasing of the gist features are discussed next.
1) Multiscale Feature Map Generation:
The bio-inspired auditory gist feature extraction mimics the processing stages in the early and central auditory systems as illustrated in Fig. 1 . First, the auditory spectrum of the sound is estimated based on the information processing stages in the early auditory (EA) system [38] . The EA model used here consists of cochlear filtering, inner hair cell (IHC), and lateral inhibitory stages mimicking the process from basilar membrane to the cochlear nucleus in the human auditory system. The raw time-domain audio signal is filtered with a bank of 128 overlapping constant-Q asymmetric bandpass filters with center frequencies that are uniformly distributed along a tonotopic (logarithmic) frequency axis analogous to cochlear filtering. This is followed by a differentiator, a nonlinearity, and a low-pass filtering mimicking the IHC stage, and finally a lateral inhibitory network [38] . Here, sound is analyzed using a 20-ms window shifted every 10 ms; i.e., each 10-ms audio frame is represented by a 128-dimensional vector. The output of the EA model is an auditory spectrum with time and frequency axes, and here it is referred to as a "scene." In the next stage, the scene is analyzed by extracting a set of multiscale features that are similar to the information processing stages in the CAS. Auditory attention can be captured by (bottom-up) or selectively directed (top-down) to a wide variety of acoustical features such as intensity, frequency, temporal, pitch, timbre, FM direction or slope (called "orientation" in the current paper) and spatial location [16] , [23] . Here, five features are included in the model to encompass all the aforementioned features except spatial location, and spatial location information is beyond the scope of this paper. The features included in the model are intensity , frequency contrast , temporal contrast , orientation , and pitch , and they are extracted in multiscales using 2-D spectro-temporal receptive filters mimicking the analysis stages in the primary auditory cortex [39] , [22] . All the receptive filters (RF) simulated here for feature extraction are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The excitation phase (positive values) and inhibition phase (negative values) are shown with white and black color, respectively.
The intensity filter mimics the receptive fields in the auditory cortex with only an excitatory phase selective for a particular region [39] and can be implemented with a Gaussian kernel. The multiscale intensity features are created using a dyadic pyramid: the input spectrum is filtered with a 6 6 Gaussian kernel [1,5,10,10,5,1]/32 and reduced by a factor of two, and this is repeated [40] . If the scene duration is large (i.e., s), the number of scales is determined by the number of bandpass filters used in the EA model, hence eight scales are created yielding size reduction factors ranging from 1:1 (scale 1) to 1:128 (scale 8). Otherwise, there are fewer scales.
Similar to , the multiscale , features are extracted using the filters described below on eight scales (when the scene duration is large enough), each being a resampled version (factor 2) of the previous one. The frequency contrast filters correspond to the receptive fields with an excitatory phase and simultaneous symmetric inhibitory side bands, and the temporal contrast filters correspond to the receptive fields with an inhibitory phase and a subsequent excitatory phase as described in [24] , [39] , and they are shown in Fig. 2 . The filters used for extracting frequency and temporal contrast features can be interpreted as horizontal and vertical orientation filters used in the visual saliency map [8] , [24] . These filters are implemented using a 2-D Gabor filter (product of a cosine function with 2-D Gaussian envelope [40] ) with orientation for frequency contrast and for temporal contrast . In the lowest scale, the frequency contrast filter has 0.125 octave excitation with same width inhibition side bands (24 channels/octave in EA model), and the temporal contrast filter is truncated such that it has a 30-ms excitation phase flanked by a 20-ms inhibition phase. The orientation filters mimic the dynamics of the auditory neuron responses to moving ripples [22] , [39] . This is analogous to motion energy detectors in the visual cortex. To extract orientation features , 2-D Gabor filters with are used. They cover approximately 0.375 octave frequency band in the lowest scale. The exact shapes of the filters used here are not important as long as they can manifest the lateral inhibition structure, i.e., an excitatory phase with simultaneous symmetric inhibitory sidebands [41] .
Pitch information is also included in our model because it is an important property of sound; using a method of extracellular recording, it was shown that the neurons of the auditory cortex also respond to pitch [42] . Further, in [11] it was shown that participants noticed the change in the pitch of the sound played in the unattended ear in a dichotic listening experiment, which indicates that pitch contributes to auditory attention. In general, there are two hypotheses for the encoding of pitch in the auditory system: temporal and spectral [22] . We extract pitch based on the temporal hypothesis which assumes that the brain estimates the periodicity of the waveform in each auditory nerve fiber by autocorrelation [43] . Then, a piecewise second-order polynomial model is fit to the estimated pitch values in the voiced regions for smoothing. We mapped the computed pitch values to the tonotopic cortical axes assuming that the auditory neurons in the cochlear location corresponding to the pitch are fired. Then, the multiscale pitch features are created using the following 2-D spectro-temporal receptive filters similar to those discussed above.
• Frequency Contrast RF: to capture pitch variations over the tonotopic axis, i.e., spectral pitch changes. These pitch features are denoted as • Orientation RFs with and : to capture raising and falling pitch behavior. These pitch features are denoted as . In summary, eight feature sets are computed in the model; one feature set for each , two feature sets for (with and ), and three feature sets for ( with and ). As shown in Fig. 1 , after extracting features at multiple scales, "center-surround" differences are calculated resulting in "feature maps." The center-surround operation mimics the properties of local cortical inhibition, and it is simulated by across scale subtraction between a "center" fine scale and a "surround" coarser scale followed by rectification [8] , [44] (1)
The across scale subtraction between two scales is computed by interpolation to the finer scale and point-wise subtraction. Here, with are used. Thus, six feature maps are computed per feature set resulting in total 48 feature maps when the features are extracted in eight scales. Next, the feature maps are used to extract the gist of a scene.
2) Gist Features:
The auditory attention model proposed here is based on the "gist" phenomenon commonly studied for vision. [45] defines two types of gist: perceptual gist and conceptual gist. Perceptual gist refers to the representation of a scene built during perception, and conceptual gist includes the semantic information inferred from a scene and stored in memory. Here, we focus on perceptual gist. A reverse hierarchy theory related to perceptual gist was proposed in [3] for vision. Based on this theory, gist processing is a pre-attentive process and guides attention to focus on a particular subset of stimuli locations to analyze the details of the target locations. The gist of a scene is captured by humans rapidly within a few hundred milliseconds of stimulus onset and describes the type and overall properties of the scene; i.e., after very brief exposure to a scene, a subject can report general attributes of the scene, i.e., whether it was indoors, outdoors, kitchen, street traffic, etc. [3] , [46] . In [47] , a review of gist perception is presented, and it is argued that gist perception also exists in audition.
Our gist algorithm is inspired by the work in [3] , and [48] . We formalize gist as a relatively low-dimensional acoustic scene representation which describes the overall properties of a scene at low-resolution; hence, we represent gist as a feature vector [48] . Then, the task-dependent top-down attention is assumed to focus processing to the specific dimensions of the gist feature vector to maximize the task performance, which is implemented using a learner as discussed in Section III-A3. We present the details of the auditory gist extraction algorithm in the rest of this subsection.
A gist vector is extracted from the feature maps of such that it covers the whole scene at low resolution. A feature map is divided into by grid of subregions, and the mean of each subregion is computed to capture rough information about the region, which results in a gist vector with length . For a feature map with height and width , the computation of gist features can be written as (2) and is the feature map index, i.e., for features extracted at eight scales.
Averaging operation is the simplest neuron computation, and the use of other second-order statistics such as variance did not provide any appreciable benefit for our application. An example of gist feature extraction with is shown in Fig. 1 . After extracting a gist vector from each feature map, we obtain the cumulative gist vector by combining them. Then, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce redundancy and the dimension to make the subsequent machine learning more practical while still retaining 99% of the variance. The final auditory gist feature (after PCA), is denoted with , and the dimension of is denoted with in the rest of the paper.
3) Task-Dependent Biasing of Acoustic Cues: As stated in Section I, the top-down task-dependent influences modulate neuron responses in the auditory cortex while searching for a target [1] , [13] - [15] . This modulation mostly occurs by enhancing the response of neurons tuned to the features of target stimuli, whereas attenuating the response of neurons to stimuli that did not match the target feature [1] , [14] , [16] , [17] . Thus, we formalize the task-dependent top-down process as follows: given a task (which is prominence detection in the current paper), the top-down task-dependent auditory attention model biases the auditory gist features with weights learned in a supervised manner for the task such that it enhances specific dimensions of the gist features that are related to the task, while attenuating the effect of dimensions which are not related to the task. Here, the weights are learned in a supervised manner as illustrated in Fig. 3 ; first the data is split into training and test sets. In the training phase, gist features are extracted from the scenes in the training set and compiled together with their corresponding prominence class categories . The features are stacked and passed through a "learner" (a machine learning algorithm) to discover the weights. In the testing phase, scenes that are not seen in the training phase are used to test the performance of the top-down model. For a given test scene, the gist of the scene is extracted and biased with the learned weights to estimate the top-down model prediction . Here, a three-layer neural network is used to implement the learner in Fig. 3 as discussed in detail in Section V-A. The reason for using neural network is that they are biologically well motivated; it mimics the modulation effect of task dependent attention on the neural responses.
In this context, the term "scene" is used to refer to the sound around a syllable, and the task is to determine whether a prominent syllable exists in the scene. For the experiments, a scene is generated for each syllable in the database by extracting sound surrounding a syllable with an analysis window of duration that centers on the syllable. The analysis of scene duration is described later in Section V-A1.
B. Task-Dependent Higher Level Cues
Speech is one of the most important sound sources for human listeners. While processing speech stimuli, the brain is influenced by higher level information such as lexical information, syntax, semantics, and the discourse context [23] , [29] . For example, one famous result from the dichotic listening experiments reported in [49] is that people may respond to the messages on the unattended channel when they heard their own names. In the experiments of [49] , 8% of the participants responded to the message "you may stop now" when it was presented on the unattended channel, whereas 33% of the participants responded when the message was preceded by the participant's name. This is similar to what happens in the cocktail party phenomenon. For example, one may hear her/his name being mentioned by someone else across the room, even though she/he was not consciously listening for it. In the experiments of [29] , the recorded neurophysiologic brain response was larger for one's native language than unfamiliar sounds. Also, the experiments at the level of meaningful language units have revealed that real words elicit a larger brain response than meaningless pseudowords [29] . The psychophysical experiments indicate that some words that carry semantically important information, e.g., one's name, can capture attention, as can some syllable/word strings that form a meaningful word/sentence [11] , [23] .
In addition to these, earlier studies have revealed that there is dependency between prominence and lexical information and also between prominence and syntax [28] , [27] . The authors of [28] show that content words are more likely to be prominent than function words. Also, a statistical analysis presented in [50] indicates that some syllables have a higher chance of being prominent than others; i.e., the syllable "can" has an 80% chance of being prominent, whereas the syllable "by" has a 13% chance of being prominent.
We incorporate the task-dependent higher level cues into our model using lexical and syntactic information for prominence detection in speech. Specifically, this information is used to create probabilistic models for the current application of prominent syllable detection. The lexical information is incorporated in the system by building a language model with syllables as explained in Section IV-B. The syntactic knowledge is represented using part-of-speech tags, and a neural network is used to model the influence of syntax on prominence as detailed in Section IV-C.
IV. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH FOR TASK-DEPENDENT MODEL
The task-dependent model is influenced by acoustic and other higher level cues. In this section, we present a system to combine the auditory attention cues discussed in Section III-A together with lexical and syntactic information in a probabilistic framework for prominence detection in speech. The probabilistic model is based on a MAP; given acoustic, lexical and syntactic information, the model estimates the sequence of prominence that maximizes the posterior probability. First, we discuss modeling of each piece of information separately, and then we discuss how they are combined in a MAP framework.
A. Task-Dependent Model With Auditory Gist Features
A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is used to implement the learner in Fig. 3 to bias the auditory gist features to mimic the top-down influences of task on neuron responses. We use auditory gist features as the input to the neural network, and the output returns the class posterior probability for the th syllable, where is the auditory gist feature, and where 1 denotes that the syllable is prominent, while 0 denotes that it is nonprominent. Then, the most likely prominence sequence given the gist features can be found using a MAP framework as follows: (3) Assuming that the syllable prominence classes are independent, (3) can be approximated as (4) when the gist features are the only information considered in the top-down model.
B. Task-Dependent Model With Lexical Cues
The lexical evidence is included in the top-down model using a probabilistic language model. Given only the lexical information of syllable sequence , the most likely prominence sequence can be found as
Here, is modeled within a bounded n-gram context as
For example, in a bigram context model, can be approximated as (8) We assume that the utterance transcripts are available and use the actual transcripts provided with the database in the experiments. Then, the syllable becomes known; hence, we replace term in (7) with . It is difficult to robustly estimate the language model even within n-gram context due to the size of the available training database. Specifically, the BU-RNC database used in this study is small compared to the large number of syllables in the dictionary. Hence, a factored language model is built to overcome data sparsity. The factored language model is a flexible framework for incorporating various information sources, such as morphological classes, stems, roots, and any other linguistic features, into language modeling [51] . In a factored language model scheme, when the higher order distribution cannot be reliably estimated, it backs off to lower order distributions. Using a factored language model also helps with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) syllables seen in the test sets because when an OOV syllable is observed on the right side of the conditioning bar in , the backed off estimate that does not contain that variable is used instead. The back-off graph used for creating the language model is shown in Fig. 4 . We use a back-off path such that the most distant variable is dropped first from the set on the right side of the conditioning bar in . Here, both and are the most distant variables. For instance, we first drop the most distant syllable variable and then the most distant class variable and so on. As shown in Fig. 4 , the graph includes both possible paths of starting to drop from either or . The language model is built using the SRILM toolkit [52] . We use a 4-gram model for the prominence class history and a trigram model for the syllable tokens history. This n-gram order selection is also validated with the experiments.
C. Task-Dependent Model With Syntactic Cues
In our model, the syntactic information is captured using POS tags provided with the database. POS tagging provides details about a particular part of speech within a sentence or a phrase by looking at its definition as well as its context (relationship with adjacent words), i.e., whether a word is a noun, verb, adjective, etc. The syntactic evidence is included in the model using a similar approach to the lexical evidence. POS tags are associated with words, so the most likely prominence sequence for a word string given only syntactic information can be computed as (9) Assuming that word tokens are independent, (9) can be rewritten as (10) In (10), represents the prominence of the th word in the word sequence, and is the POS tags sequence that is neighboring the th word (11) is chosen such that it contains syntactic information from a fixed window of words centered at the th word, and performs well for prominence detection [53] . The class posterior probability in (10) is computed using a neural network as detailed in Section V-C. In the rest of the paper, is used to denote to make the notation simpler.
The syntactic model is built at the word level since POS tags are associated with words. Thus, the syntactic model indicates whether one or more syllables within the word are prominent. However, it does not provide information regarding which one is the prominent one. On the other hand, if a word is nonprominent, so are the syllables composing the word.
Let us assume that the th word consists of syllables. Then the syllable string for can be written as . The word is nonprominent if and only if all the syllables within are nonprominent. Hence (12) where is the probability of being nonprominent given the POS tags, and denotes the probability of the syllable within the word being nonprominent given the POS tags. From (12), we approximate the posterior probability of a syllable in a word being nonprominent as follows: (13) Finally, the probability of the syllable being prominent can be computed as (14) In practice, to bring word level syntactic information to syllable level, (13) and (14) are used for the experiments.
D. Combined Model With Acoustic and Higher Level Cues
The top-down task-dependent model uses acoustic and higher level cues while performing a task. These cues are combined using a probabilistic approach for the purpose of prominence detection. Given auditory gist features , lexical evidence , and syntactic evidence , the most likely prominence sequence can be found as (15) Assuming that the auditory gist features are conditionally independent of the lexical and syntactic features given the prominence class information, (15) can be written as (16) The joint distribution in (16) cannot be robustly estimated since the vocabulary size is very large compared to the training data, so a naïve Bayesian approximation is used to simplify it as follows: (17) Then (16) can be rewritten as (18) The combined top-down model, which includes auditory gist features and lexical and syntactic information, finally reduces to the product of individual probabilistic model outputs as shown in (18) .
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents the details of the experiments conducted, including the results for the automatic prominence detection tests. For the experiments, we report prominent syllable detection accuracy (Acc) together with precision (Pr), recall (Re) and F-score (F-sc) values. These measures are (19) where and denote true positive and negative, and and denote false positive and false negative. All of the experimental results presented here are estimated using the average of fivefold cross-validation. We used all the data manually labeled with ToBI style prosody tags and randomly split it into five groups to create five cross-validation sets. In each set, four groups were used for training, and one group was used for testing, i.e., 80% of the data was used for training and the remaining 20% of the data was retained for testing. For example, were used for training, when was used for testing. On average, the number of syllables in the training and test sets was 39 082 and 9770, respectively. The number of unique syllables in the training sets was 2894, while it was 1728 for the test sets (averaged over the five cross-validation sets). The average number of OOV syllables in the test sets was 220 (12.7% relative to the test vocabulary). The baseline prominence accuracy, which is the chance level, is 65.7% at the syllable level.
The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used to report the confidence level in terms of significance values ( -values) whenever we make comparisons throughout the paper. Here, the comparison is performed in terms of achieved accuracy values for the samples. The Wilcoxon signed rank test is a nonparametric test, and it does not make any assumption about the distributions of samples. The test is available as part of MATLAB software, and more information about the test can be found in [54] .
This section is organized as follows. First, the experiments and results obtained with the auditory attention model are presented in Section V-A. More specifically, Section V-A includes scene duration and grid size selection analyses presented in Subsections V-A1 and V-A2, respectively. This is followed by an analysis of auditory attention features using mutual information and prominence detection experiments conducted with each individual feature and their combinations in Subsection V-A3. Next, the prominence detection results obtained with lexical and syntactic information are presented in Section V-B and V-C, respectively. Finally, the results with the combined acoustic, lexical, and syntactic model are presented in Section V-D.
A. Experiments and Results With Auditory Attention Model
In this section, we present the experiments conducted with the auditory attention model which was discussed in Section III-A. The learner in Fig. 3 is implemented using a three-layer neural network with inputs, hidden nodes and output nodes, where is the length of gist feature vector after PCA dimension reduction, and since this is a two-class problem as discussed in Section II. The output of the neural network can be treated as class posterior probability, and the class with higher probability is assumed to be the top-down model prediction. The reason for using a neural network is that they are biologically well motivated; it mimics the modulation effect of task dependent attention on the neural responses.
1) Analysis of "Scene" Duration:
The role of scene duration is investigated in the experiments, and the results are discussed in this section. A scene is generated for each syllable in the database. As explained earlier, scenes are produced by extracting the sound around each syllable with an analysis window that centers on the syllable. We used the statistics of the BU-RNC to determine a range of values for the scene window duration . It was found that the mean syllable duration is approximately 0.2 s with 0.1-s standard deviation, and the maximum duration is 1.4 s for the database. The scene duration is varied starting from 0.2 s, considering only the syllable by itself, up to 1.2 s considering the neighboring syllables.
In order to get full temporal resolution while analyzing the scene duration, at the gist feature extraction stage each feature map is divided into 1-by-grids, where is width of a feature map. This results in a dimensional gist vector for a single feature map, and varies with scene duration and center scale . For instance, when s, the early auditory (EA) model outputs a 128 60 dimensional scene since there are 128 bandpass filters used for cochlear filtering in the EA model, and the analysis window is shifted by 10 ms. Then, we can extract features up to six scales, which enables the center-surround operation at scales , and in turn generates three feature maps. width of a feature map is a function of scene duration and center scale ; given that the analysis window shift is 10 ms, . When the dimension of a scene is 128 60 and 1-by-is the grid size, the dimension of the gist vector of a single feature set is (since is 30 at and 15 at ), finally resulting in a cumulative gist vector of dimension (one feature set for each and two sets for since , and three sets for ( with ), total eight sets). After principal component analysis, the dimension of the gist vector is reduced to . The performance of prominence detection obtained with 1-by-grid size is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of scene duration. It can be observed from Fig. 5 that the accuracy does not change significantly for varying scene durations for s. The best performance achieved is when s. The prominence performance is poor for short scene durations ( s), especially for the case when s (scene approximately includes only the syllable by itself). This essentially indicates that the prominence of a syllable is affected by its neighboring syllables.
In Table I , the results for selected values of scene duration are presented with the values of accuracy, F-score (F-sc), and the dimension of gist features after PCA . The gist feature dimension gets larger, requiring a larger neural network for training when the scene duration is larger as shown in Table I . When 1-by-grid size is used while extracting auditory gist features, the best prominent syllable detection performance achieved is 85.1% accuracy with an F-score of 0.78 obtained when s.
2) Analysis of Grid Size Selection:
In this section, the effect of grid size on the prominence detection performance is examined. The resolution in the frequency domain is increased by a factor of four while reducing the temporal resolution so that the dimension stays compact. At the gist feature extraction stage each feature map is divided into 4-by-5 grids, resulting in a fixed dimensional gist vector for a single feature map. [25] This is different from the one in Section V-A1 where the dimension of a gist vector for a feature map varies with (hence with scene duration). As in the previous example in Section V-A1, when s, the model generates three feature maps per feature set and hence a dimensional cumulative gist feature vector. After the principal component analysis, the dimension is reduced to 94. As listed in Table I , for all scene durations, this selection results in a larger dimensional gist feature vector compared to 1-by-grid size, i.e., for scene duration of 0.6 s the dimension of gist feature with 1-by-grid size is 60 whereas it is 94 with 4-by-5 grid size. This indicates that the gist features obtained with 4-by-5 grids carries more diverse information about the scene compared to the one obtained with 1-by-grids. The results obtained with 4-by-5 grids for varying scene durations are also reported in Fig. 5 and Table I . The best performance achieved with 4-by-5 grid size is 85.7% accuracy with an F-score , and obtained again when s. The performance obtained with 4-by-5 grid size selection is better than the one obtained with 1-by-grid size except for scene duration of 1.2 s (reference Fig. 5 ). This might be due to the fact that the temporal resolution is not adequate with 4-by-5 grid size selection for large scene durations. This also indicates that, while choosing the grid size, the scene duration should be factored in while choosing the temporal grid size that determines temporal resolution. Larger scene durations might need larger temporal grids in order to obtain adequate temporal resolution. Also, even though the best performance obtained with both grid sizes is with scene duration of s, this is not significantly better than the results obtained with scene duration of 0.6 s (at ). Hence, we fix the scene duration as 0.6 s in the rest of the experiments since it is computationally less expensive (the feature dimension is smaller, and so is the neural network).
The results obtained with our unsupervised bottom-up (BU) attention model from [25] are also summarized in Table II for comparison purpose. The top-down auditory attention model provides approximately 10% absolute improvement over the unsupervised bottom-up auditory attention model.
3) Analysis of Auditory Attention Features:
We present an analysis of the auditory attention features using mutual information and prominence detection experiments conducted with each individual feature and their combinations in this subsection. The scene duration is fixed at 0.6 s for the analysis due to its sufficient performance as discussed in Section V-A1 and V-A2. First, pitch feature sets are analyzed to provide insight into the features extracted with different receptive filters. Then, mutual information estimations are presented to measure the amount of redundancies between features and also the amount of information each feature set and their combinations provide about the syllable prominence.
a) Analysis of Pitch Features: These results indicate that the gist features obtained from the pitch contour using the receptive filters capture the pitch variations and behavior. Also, there is no need for normalization since the gist features capture variations rather than the absolute values. Finally, the prominence detection performances obtained with using only pitch features are detailed in Table III for both 1-by-and 4-by-5 grid sizes. The best performance is achieved with pitch when all three RFs are used to extract pitch gist features. Also, 4-by-5 grids performs better than 1-by-grids, and the best achieved performance is 81.26% accuracy with an F-score of 0.69 via using 4-by-5 grids. In the rest of the paper, the pitch features are extracted from the pitch contour using all three receptive filters and pitch features are denoted with to prevent confusion with other features. As described in Section III-A, pitch is extracted from the auditory spectrum and then mapped onto the tonotopic axis, assuming that the auditory neurons in the cochlear location corresponding to the pitch are fired. Then, this 2-D representation is analyzed to capture pitch behavior using frequency contrast and orientation receptive filters. Pitch analysis results for a sample speech scene are illustrated in Fig. 6 . The top figure shows the mapped pitch contour itself. The gist feature vectors obtained from this contour using frequency contrast and orientation filters are shown below it. Here, only the raw gist vector (without PCA) obtained from the feature map with center scale , surround scale and grid size 1-by-( is width of a feature map) is shown. The vector is interpolated to scale 1 for time alignment purpose. It can be observed from the figure that, for the segments where pitch is rising, the gist values obtained with 45 orientation RF show high activity, whereas for the segments where pitch is falling, the gist values obtained with 135 orientation RF show high activity. Also, it can be observed that when the duration of pitch rising/falling is longer, in other words when pitch variation is larger, the gist components are larger, i.e., in Fig. 6 the pitch rising from 0.1 to 0.2 s results in gist values with that are larger compared to the gist values obtained with when pitch is falling for a shorter duration around 0.3 s or 0.5 s. The gist vector extracted with frequency contrast RF helps to detect voiced regions, especially the segments where there is a pitch plateau. The same speech segment is analyzed with 4-by-5 grid selection and this is illustrated in Fig. 7 . It has similar characteristics as the gist features extracted with 1-bygrids, except that with 4-by-5 grid size the frequency resolution is higher and the range of pitch values is also roughly encoded in the gist features (place coding).
b) Feature Analysis with Mutual Information Measure: Here, we use mutual information (MI) measure to analyze the intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast, orientations, and pitch features. In particular, the MI between the individual features (and their combinations) and the prominence classes are computed to measure the statistical dependency between each feature and the syllable prominence. Also, the MI between feature pairs is computed to measure the redundancy between features.
The MI between continuous random variables and can be written in terms of the differential entropies as (20) where (21) The mutual information is always non-negative, and it is zero if and only if and are independent. The joint probability density function is required to estimate the mutual information between and . When it is not available, usually, and are quantized with a finite number of bins, and MI is approximated by a finite sum as follows: (24) When the sample size is infinite, and all bin sizes tend to zero, converges to . However, the amount of the data is usually limited, as in our experiments. Also, these methods are usually limited with the use of one or two dimensional variables, whereas here we use large dimensional vectors in the experiments. To avoid explicit estimation of the joint probability density function, we compute the mutual information using the method proposed in [55] , which is based on entropy estimates from k-nearest neighbor distances. This method is data efficient, adaptive, and the MI estimate is numerically shown to be exact for the independent random variables. As suggested in [55] , a midrange value for is used in the experiments.
First, the amount of redundancy in the gist features is analyzed. In Fig. 8 , the pair-wise MI between all raw gist components (without PCA) extracted using 4-by-5 grids when the scene duration is 0.6 s is illustrated. Here, only the gist vector extracted from the feature map with center and surround scales is shown to make the figure more readable, so the gist vector dimension is (each square block in the figure is 20 20) . The MI is computed for each pair , where and . It can be observed that there are nonzero MI results. In the figure, the diagonal square blocks have nonzero for some pairs. In other words, as one can expect, the gist of a feature map has interdependencies with itself for each feature set since they are extracted using the same receptive filter. Also, there is redundancy across feature sets; i.e., is high for some pairs. The comparison of redundancy across feature sets can be made more clearly from the MI results presented in Table IV . In Table IV , the mutual information between feature sets is computed using all the gist features extracted from all feature maps as a vector. In other words, the table holds the values , where and are multicomponent vectors, and are both dimensional vectors since each set has three feature maps and each feature map generates a 20-dimensional gist vector. It can be concluded that the gist features extracted from the intensity feature set are highly redundant with the ones extracted from the frequency and the temporal contrast feature sets. The orientation gist features have moderate redundancy with other feature sets' gist features. Finally, the gist features of pitch feature sets have the least redundancy with the gist features of the remaining feature sets and more redundancy among themselves since they are limited to representing only the pitch characteristic of the scene. Due to the redundancy in the gist features, PCA is applied to the cumulative gist feature vector in the proposed model as shown in Fig. 1 .
Next, the MI between the individual features and the prominence classes are computed to measure the amount of knowledge about syllable prominence provided by each feature. Hence, is estimated, where is a multicomponent vector,
, and is the syllable prominence class. The MI results are listed in Table V for . In Table VI , the MI values between pitch features and prominence are listed. The most informative pitch features about prominence are the ones captured with orientation RFs, and . The contribution of features is smaller compared to . These results are in agreement with the prominence detection results using only the pitch features which are reported in Table III . We can conclude from the results in Table III that the  contribution of features is significant when 1-by-grid size is used. However, in the case of using 4-by-5 grid size, pitch Table V and VI that, when the individual features are compared, the most informative feature about syllable prominence is the orientation (in the tables represents the combinations of both directional orientations, i.e., it contains both and ). Also, even though the features have across redundancy as listed in Table IV , adding each feature increases the amount of information on the syllable prominence, and the highest MI is obtained when all five features IFTOP are combined. These results are in agreement with the prominence detection results listed in Table VII . The individual feature which achieves the highest accuracy is the orientation with 84.34% accuracy when grid size is 4-by-5. The highest accuracy of 85.6% is achieved when all five features are combined. However, the performance achieved with IFTO and IFTOP features is not significantly different at . The results obtained with 1-by-grid size are also listed in Table VII . We can conclude that, usually, 4-by-5 grid size results in larger dimensional feature vectors after PCA, indicating having more diverse information about the scene. Also, the prominence results obtained with 4-by-5 grid size are significantly higher compared to the ones obtained with 1-bygrid size at . In the remaining experiments, the scene duration for auditory gist feature extraction is set to s, and the grid size is set as 4-by-5. Also, the combination of features is used; i.e., the pitch features are excluded in the rest of the experiments since IFTOP performance is not significantly different than the results of IFTO (refer to Table VII ). The results are reported in Table VIII , and as reported earlier, an accuracy of 85.45% with an F-score of 0.78 is achieved for prominence detection task at the syllable level using only the auditory features. Table VIII also includes the results of the other types of top-down evidence which are discussed next. We first present the experimental results with the lexical and syntactic models in Section V-B and V-C, respectively, followed by the combined model results in Section V-D.
B. Top-Down Model Prediction With Lexical Evidence
The top-down model prediction using lexical information is implemented by creating sausage lattices for the test sets using the test transcriptions. The lattice arcs hold the syllable tokens together with the possible prominence class categories. For example, a part of a lattice that includes the word "wanted" is shown in Fig. 9 . The arcs carry two syllables "w aa n" and "t ax d" the word contains together with prominent (C-one) and non-prominent (C-zero) class categories. When the only available evidence is the lexical rule, the arcs of the lattices do not carry any acoustic score, i.e., they are all set to zero ( in Fig. 9 ). After constructing the lattice, it is scored with the factored n-gram lexical language model which was detailed in Section IV.B. The most likely prominence sequence is obtained by Viterbi decoding through the lattices. The results obtained with only the lexical model are reported in Table VIII ; the prominence detection performance achieved with using only lexical information is 83.85% with an F-score of 0.76. We observe that the auditory features alone perform 1.6% better than the lexical features (85.45% versus 83.85%), and this result is significant at .
C. Top-Down Model Prediction With Only Syntactic Evidence
The class posterior probability in (10) is computed using a neural network [53] . We use a three-layer neural network with inputs and output nodes, where is the length of feature vector produced with POS tags, and since this is a two-class problem. In our implementation, a set of 34 POS tags are used as those used in the Penn Treebank [56] . Each POS feature is mapped into a 34-dimensional binary vector. The neural network has inputs, since the syntactic information in our model includes the information from a window of words. As mentioned earlier, POS tags are associated with the words, so the neural network is trained using the word level POS tags. Using only syntactic information, we achieve 82.50% accuracy for the prominence detection task at the word level as detailed in Table VIII . Then, using (13) and (14), we convert word level posterior probability to the syllable level posterior probability. To obtain the baseline performance for the syntactic model, we combine prior chance level observed in the training data with the syntactic model posterior probabilities. The prominence detection accuracy achieved is 68.01% at the syllable level using the syntactic evidence. This is slightly better than the chance level for the BU-RNC which is 65.7% accuracy at the syllable level. The syntactic features alone (68.01%) perform significantly worse than both auditory features (85.45%) and lexical features (83.83%) at the prominence detection task at the syllable level . This is not surprising because of the fact that POS carries information at the word level. When a multisyllabic word is detected as prominent, there is no information about which syllable/s is/are prominent within the word. Hence, (13) and (14) are only approximations. Nevertheless, the combination of the syntactic information leads to a statistically significant performance improvement, as shown in the next section.
D. Combined Model With Auditory, Syntactic, Lexical Cues
We combine auditory gist features together with syntactic and lexical information using a probabilistic approach as presented in (18). First, the syllable level syntactic and auditory gist feature model outputs are combined and embedded in the lattice arcs. Then, the lattices are scored with the lexical language model, and a Viterbi search is conducted to find the best sequence of prominence labels. The combined model achieves 88.33% accuracy with an F-score of 0.83 as listed in Table IX .
In addition to these experiments, we also investigated the combination of auditory features together with lexical information and the combination of auditory features together with syntactic information. The results are summarized in Table IX . Incorporating syllable token information into the top-down prediction of auditory features leads to 2.56% accuracy improvement over the auditory features only model (88.01% versus 85.45%). Also, the improvement of 0.78% over the acoustical model prediction accuracy due to syntactic information is significant (86.23% versus 85.45%, ). The performance difference between the model that includes all three models and the one that does not include the syntactic model is also significant at (88.33% versus 88.01%). The best prominence detection performance accuracy is achieved with using all three information streams: auditory features and lexical and syntactic evidence. Finally, the combined model achieves 85.71% prominence detection accuracy at the word level with an . In this paper, a novel model that combines bio-inspired auditory attention cues with higher level task-dependent lexical and syntactic cues was presented. The model was demonstrated to detect prominent syllables successfully in read speech with 85.67% accuracy using only acoustic cues, and 88.33% accuracy using acoustic, lexical and syntactic cues. The results compare well with human performance on stress labeling reported with BU-RNC: the average inter-transcriber agreement for manual annotators was 85-90% for presence versus absence of stress labeling [33] .
It has been experimentally demonstrated with the auditory attention model that the prominence of syllables is affected by the neighboring syllables. The performance obtained with scenes that include approximately only the syllable itself was poor, i.e., short scenes with s. Considering the performance and the computational cost, it is concluded that it is reasonable to have an analysis window duration of 0.6 s for the prominent syllable detection task.
The influence of higher level task-dependent rules due to lexical and syntactic knowledge was incorporated into the model. We can conclude from the experimental results summarized in Table IX that the contribution of lexical information is significant in the prominence detection task. The contribution of the syntactic cues captured with POS tags is small compared to that from lexical cues for the prominence detection at the syllable level. This might be mainly due to the fact that the POS tags used to represent syntactic information are associated with words. Hence, the syntactic model is accurate for the word level prominence detection, and its contribution to prominent syllable detection is limited to only detecting nonprominent words, and hence the nonprominent syllables the word contains. On the other hand, when a multisyllabic word is prominent, we don't have any information regarding which syllables within the word are prominent.
In Table X , we compare the performance of our model with results presented by other authors for this task using the BU-RNC database. The table shows the prominence detection accuracy obtained in these previously published papers, names of the features which were used for the experiments, the acoustic feature dimension (denoted as in Table X) , and the level at which the prominence detection experiments were performed (syllable or word). The set of possible features used in the literature are syntactic features (referred as Syn in Table X) , lexical features (referred as Lex in Table X ) and acoustic features (referred as Acoustic in Table X ). Also, in [57] a prosodic bigram language model (LM) was used together with acoustic features. In the literature, all the previous work which uses acoustic cues for prominence detection utilizes prosodic features which consist of pitch, energy and duration features. Those acoustic feature dimensions vary between 9-15, whereas our model has a much higher acoustic feature dimension (80). However, the proposed acoustic only model performs significantly better than all the previously reported methods used only acoustic features, and it provides approximately 8%-10% absolute improvement over the previous results. In summary, we achieve significant performance gain but at the cost of computation. These results are especially beneficial for the cases where the utterance transcripts are not available in which syntactic and lexical cues cannot be easily extracted. The proposed auditory attention cues, however, perform sufficiently well even without text-derived features. Finally, when we combined all three lexical, syntactic and acoustic cues, our model performs 2.32% better than the previously reported results in [50] . Although, [27] reports 87.7% accuracy on this task, our results are not directly comparable since their experiments are limited to a single speaker, whereas we used the entire data set (six speakers) for the experiments.
The combined top-down task-dependent auditory attention model is used in this paper to detect prominent regions of speech. However, the prominence itself can actually be a feature that may attract human attention in a bottom-up manner. Incorporating prominence as a bottom-up attention cue into the current machine speech processing systems can be beneficial. As part of our future work, we are planning to integrate it into an automatic speech recognizer to improve the speech recognition accuracy.
One of the strengths of the proposed auditory attention model proposed here is that the model is a generic model, and it can be used in other spoken language processing tasks and general computational auditory scene analysis applications such as scene understanding, context recognition, and speaker recognition. Based on the selected application, first, optimal scene duration should be set. A finer grid size selection at the auditory gist feature extraction stage increases resolution and the computational cost. In the current paper, two grid sizes; i.e., 1-byand 4-by-5, are selected in an ad-hoc manner for the prominence detection task, and they performed sufficiently well. However, for new applications, an appropriate grid size needs to be found considering the balance between resolution (hence the task performance) and the computational cost. Finding an optimal grid size is an open problem that we are planning to address as part of our future work.
The performance expected from the auditory attention model is limited by the five features used in the model. In other words, the model will fail to perform the tasks that require features which are not implemented here. For example, the current model uses mono signal, and hence spatial cues are not implemented in the model. As a result, while the model will successfully work for the tasks which are represented by at least one of the features of the model (i.e., intensity, frequency contrast, temporal contrast, and pitch), it will fail in the tasks which require spatial cues, such as localization and source separation.
It was shown with mutual information measurements that the raw auditory gist features extracted from intensity, temporal contrast, frequency contrast, orientations, and pitch features have redundancies. Hence, we applied PCA to the gist features to reduce redundancy and also to reduce feature dimension. PCA is optimal in least squares terms. PCA retains the components of the data set that contribute most to its variance, and it assumes that these components carry the most important aspects of the data. However, this might not be the case always. In the literature, there are examples of information maximization in neural codes [58] . Thus, as part of our future work, we plan to investigate information maximization criteria to select features.
